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The first time Richard Dotts learnt about the significance of the word â€œAmenâ€• frequently used in

prayersâ€¦ goosebumps welled up all over his body and everything clicked in place for him.

Suddenly, everything he had learnt up to that point about manifestations made complete sense.

What if the word we commonly use to end our prayers today is not merely added as an afterthought,

but meant to be a powerful manifestation tool in the first place? What if it is actually the most

important part in any prayer? What was going through the minds of those ancient spiritual masters

when they said words similar to â€œamenâ€•? Does that word really hold the final step to fulfilling

our desires? In It Is Done!, bestselling author and spiritual explorer Richard Dotts explores the

hidden significance behind these three simple words in the English language. Three words, when

strung together and used in the right fashion, holds the keys to amazingly accurate and speedy

manifestations. In his usual candid, illuminating style which has made him a seven time  bestselling

author, Dotts devotes the first half of this book to explain his 10-year struggle with the Law of

Attraction, and how he struggled to leave behind his habit of incessant worrying and fearful

thoughts. â€œI was constantly worried about things going wrong even when everything was going

right. I was afraid that one day, I would run out of money and bad things would happen to me,â€•

writes Dotts candidly in one of the chapters. Then Dotts quickly moves to show the reader how they

can break free from the 4 major blocks that prevent manifestations from occurring in their own lives,

and how these blocks are often so pervasive that we do not even realize they are there. Because

these â€œunseenâ€• blocks feel so familiar to us, we often do not recognize that they are standing

between us and our greater good. Get rid of these major blocks, and the manifestations come

quickly and effortlessly for you regardless of what manifestation techniques you use. Learn as Dotts

recounts the story of Mark, an old friend whom he has shared these techniques with and whom,

within a short span of time managed to achieve incredible financial success in his life. Also learn

about the story of other individuals, whose unwillingness to trust in the process led to continued

failure and disappointments for them. Dott astutely points out that the difference between these two

groups of individuals lies not in manifestation abilities, but in their abilities to work past and get

around these 4 major manifestation blocks. Finally in the second half of this book, Dotts leads

readers through the  â€œIt is Done!â€•  process in greater detail. Learn how to apply the technique to

 greatly compound the effectiveness of any manifestation technique  you are currently using, be it

more conventional techniques such as affirmations, visualizations or even more new-age

techniques such as Matrix Energetics, EFT or Quantum Healing. There is no need to change

whatever you are currently doing to reap benefits from  â€œIt is Done!â€• Whatever you are currently



doing, the  â€œIt is Done!â€•  technique can help you achieve your desires and dissolve any blocks

that stand in the way even faster.
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When I read books like this I always wonder if these techniques really work. Since I have really

been digging into the self help better mind, spirit thing I jumped right in eager to see what vitals this

book could bring me. The book is quite short but I like it in that it is a quick read and the author

encourages you to read the whole book before going into the visualizations to gain the best

success.Step one curb worry: Check-I started working on this right away it's easier said then done

but using the techniques in the book I have been able to manage this much better then before. It's

easy to want something so much that you fret over it thus repelling that thing that you really desire.I

also added my own step which is really enforcing my thoughts on positives in my life every win no

matter how small I gave thanks to God and my angels for looking out. It's amazing how many small

but nice things that happen in a day. A coworker buys me lunch, I find money on the floor at the

store not a significant sum but something for me to be thankful for, avoiding a car accident,



unlooked for good advice. It doesn't mean that the bad won't happen (will explain further on) it just

means that counting your small wins helps cleanse your aura and puts you in a better frame of mind

to accept bigger good things.Second step is to believe that things can change-I went through Mr

Doss' visualizations with my kid who longed for a certain event to take place. She was so sad

because she believed that if this event were going to happen that it would have as every opportunity

for it to take place seemed to have occurred so it must be then that it wasn't meant to be. So I

reminded her about our faith in the visualization we had done and we prayed for added measure.
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